Project #6
Bottle Stopper

July 1998

A fun thing to make, adds elegance to your table and it can be turned in minutes! Trevor Cole

TOOLS REQUIRED
- Small Gouge
- Parting Tool
- Nova Chuck & 25mm Jaws

MATERIALS REQUIRED
Any interesting scraps or fruit tree prunings to Ø 30 to 40mm
Commercially brought corks
**JOB SEQUENCE**

Work could be mounted between centres. I tend to use the 25mm Jaws on my Nova Chuck. Face off the outer end and form a small recess which will later take the cork. Use your small gouge to turn the desired shape.

**FINISH**

Sand to a fine finish. Any type of finish is suitable, eg shellac, varnish, friction polish. Glue cork into recess.

**VARIATIONS**

Obviously the size and shape is variable - experiment! (Do make sure, though, that the grip is comfortable and easy to use!)

Did you enjoy this project? Why not try some of our other Teknatool Projects?

Past Issues Include:
- Rice Bowl with notched lid and Chopsticks
- Kids Fishing Line Hand Caster
- Footroller
- Christmas Decorations
- Honey Dipper, Lid and Coaster Set for table

Plus new projects are issued regularly!

This and all our other projects are downloadable from our website, www.teknatool.com, on a regular basis from Teknatool Resellers or by contacting us directly.
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